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Contents in release

3.4

This version releases the contents of sprint 35 and 36. The version was

approved in App Store Thursday April 8th.

We have now rebranded Wallmob POS to Extenda GO POS, and changed icon,

graphics and translations to reflect this. The ID of the app is still the

same, so all existing Wallmob users will just get an upgrade and see the new

icon and app name in the same place on their home screen.

In addition, lots of new goodies are offered.

We now support Nets Connect @ Cloud terminals, which give way better stability

than over Bluetooth, and a wider selection of terminals. You can now use

ISMP4, IPP 350, Move and Lane terminals

We have fixed a bug in the handling of Verifone terminals as some scenarios

when going to background caused POS to disconnect.

You can now do return from an order directly from the orders list in POS

backoffice, a new return button is added on each row.

On shared bills, you now get a traffic light indication to show if everything

is ready, some dishes are ready, or nothing is ready yet.

You can now also drag and drop shared bills onto each other to merge them if

tables are combined as you serve your guests, to simplify payment!



We have added a printer status icon in the navigation bar to show if the

printer is connected. It is now also only possible to select one printer for

receipt printing. This is done in preparation for implementing a print queue

to ensure everything that should be printed is printed. If one printer is

offline and another printer prints, this would cause unclear situations in the

printer queue handling. If more than one printer is needed, KDS should be

considered as the preferred solution for order handling.

POS now remembers the selected terminal and printer also after logging out of

master user.

Campaign logic has been rewritten so you can select in backoffice if you want

to qualify in complete multiples when you have more than one qualification set

in a campaign(Promotion).

CCV terminal receipt handling and logging has been improved after

certification with CCV.

If you are using Dintero payment, but you are not using Dintero loyalty, we

can now set a parameter for the master user to block looking up discounts

before payment. Contact support for this.

User images were not scaled correctly, this has now been fixed.

The handling of inactive products and empty folders in layout templates for

product buttons has been improved.

Many other improvements and reinforcements have been added.

API version needed for this version
This POS version requires API version 2.21.2.0


